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March 16, 2022 

 
University of the District of Columbia 

Attn: Office of Contracting and Procurement 

4200 Connecticut Avenue NW | Building 39, Suite 200C 

Washington, DC 20008 

 

Dear UDC Strategic Planning Team: 

 

With great pleasure and sincere enthusiasm, we submit this proposal outlining how LINK 

Strategic Partners (LINK) can partner with the historic University of the District of Columbia to 

create a strategic plan for the future. 

 

This is exactly the type of work for which LINK was founded. We are a team of seasoned 

strategists and communicators with extensive experience leading and facilitating strategic 

planning efforts in our District of Columbia hometown, across this country, and around the 

globe. We bring an unparalleled hyperlocal focus to our work, informed by our national and 

international experience. We specialize in developing and implementing far-reaching and 

collaborative strategic planning and community engagement efforts. At LINK, it is important 

that our team reflect the communities we work with and champion; it is a critical first step to 

developing trust in the communities where we work. Team LINK is proud of our staff diversity 

across the spectrums of gender, ethnicity, and race. 

 

As the only public university in Washington, DC, the only exclusively urban land-grant 

university in the country, and the only Congressionally-designated HBCU, the University of the 

District of Columbia plays a unique role in serving both the District and the nation, and modeling 

excellence in public, urban higher education. The COVID-19 pandemic caused an unexpected 

paradigm shift across all institutions of higher education, and UDC is ready to follow up its 

successful Equity Imperative with a new strategic plan that positions the University to lead in the 

new, post-pandemic landscape. 

 

It would be LINK’s distinct honor and great privilege to help the University of the District of 

Columbia to build on the success of The Equity Imperative by using our dynamic, creative, and 

collaborative approach to develop an even better Equity Imperative 2.0. We have oriented our 

firm top-to-bottom to support our clients through our unique team-based approach, and we are 

ready to partner with you in this exciting transition. Please feel free to call me anytime at 202- 

489-7279 if I can be helpful in answering any questions. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Michael Akin, President 

All LINK employees, regardless of their location, will access and store information related to this project 

through our secure servers, which are all located in the United States. 
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Our Understanding 
 

When UDC published its current strategic plan—the Equity Imperative—three years ago, we all 

lived in a different world. “CARE” funding referred to a university program. George Floyd was 

working as a security guard in a Minneapolis night club. The term “equity” had a different 

meaning to most people and diversity, inclusion and belonging were not widely understood. 

 

In a few short months in 2020, all that changed. COVID-19 created a swift and urgent paradigm 

shift in public urban higher education—and in just about every other industry. The CARES Act 

spurred the largest infusion of cash into our institutions in nearly a century. Mr. Floyd’s murder 

catalyzed an awe-inspiring social movement and catapulted DEI as a strategic imperative for 

institutions across the country. Since then, we all have adapted from crisis to crisis, and reached 

out through the darkness to navigate our way to a “new normal.” 

 

And now, it’s time for a new Equity Imperative—a strategic plan to build on the progress UDC 

has made amidst the massive changes we’ve all experienced and the investments UDC has 

received from federal and local sources, both as a result of the case for investment made in the 

2019 plan and the needs catalyzed by the pandemic. In our rapidly changing world, the pressure 

to achieve results is greater than ever before, and the ability to showcase tangible positive results 

will help UDC define a new model for public urban higher education in our post-COVID world. 

 

Recent infusions of capital from local funds and federal programs to UDC are just the beginning 

of what will be needed to build a state university for the 51st State. Much more investment, and 

much more work is needed. The new Equity Imperative defined by your new strategic plan will 

serve as a platform for how the university will grow and redefine itself through recent, ongoing, 

and concurrent challenges. Ultimately, the greater the vision encapsulated in the new plan— 

indeed, the greater the achievements as a result of the planning process and the progress you’re 

making right now under the first Equity Imperative—the greater the investment UDC will inspire 

over the next five years and beyond. 

 

The bottom line: UDC is in a unique position to leverage and grow from the changes in our 

world and our city over the past three years. A thriving public higher education sector in the 

District of Columbia is key to empowering people to thrive and providing a basis for workforce 

development in the city they call home. Together, we can cut through the noise by employing a 

dynamic and responsive plan that ensures UDC is recognized and supported as the unique 

institution that you are. 

 

You need a partner who: 

 

■ Understands the strategic imperative of the “new normal” being defined and redefined by 

the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as the “equity imperative” of our current national 

moment. 
■ Believes the best strategic plans are rooted in decision-making frameworks that allow for 

adaptability and responsiveness that empowers people and the institutions that serve them to 

thrive in a rapidly changing world. 
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■ Understands that what gets measured gets done, and that core to any strategic planning 
effort are clear, positive, and tangible metrics that will guide success. 

■ Will harness the power of the strategic planning process and the plan we develop together to 

provide a platform for continuous outreach and engagement with key stakeholders; the plan 

is just the beginning. 
■ Believes in the power of Historically Black Colleges and Universities like UDC to provide 

pathways to a thriving middle class in the 51st state, and believes UDC can be a regional 

leader in defining success as a public, urban land grant institution. 
■ Fosters strategic relationships and knows how to engage local communities and influencers. 
■ Is in and of DC and is passionate about the life-changing, community-enhancing 

experiences that we are confident UDC can deliver. 

■ Understands the politics, communities, and culture of DC, and has the relationships to 

unpack the challenges and effect collaborative outcomes. 
■ Is excited about your work and wants to build that excitement among students, staff, 

faculty, alumni and long-time advocates and new audiences alike. 
 

We know DC. We know universities. We understand this work. We want to be your partner. 

 

About LINK Strategic Partners 
 

LINK Strategic Partners is a full-service social impact consulting firm with focus on strategic 

planning, organizational assessment, strategic communications, and community engagement. 

Our firm is built on a proud legacy of community and civic-based work for causes that matter. 

We provide high-level expertise and personalized assistance in strategic planning, facilitation, 

communications, stakeholder engagement, community relations, outreach, public relations, 

planning, and creative services for our client partners. By understanding and respecting the 

communities in which we operate, we help non-profit organizations, municipalities, school 

districts, higher education institutions, government agencies, and other organizations create and 

apply the right tools and strategies to translate challenges into opportunities for hyperlocal 

success. 

 

LINK is a DC Certified Business Enterprise (CBE). We are DC-based, resident-owned, and we 

proudly take on social impact work in partnership with our clients. We were founded on the 

principle that doing well and doing good are not mutually exclusive. Now more than ever in the 

wake of COVID-19, we are a team that has brought our deep experience and unwavering passion 

to bear on response, recovery, and economic and cultural development efforts for local and 

national organizations during the pandemic. 

 

Among the 150+ awards LINK was honored with in recent years, the Public Relations Society of 

America (National Capital Chapter) named LINK “Large PR Firm of the Year,” Congresswoman 

Eleanor Holmes Norton honored LINK as DC “Small Business of the Year,” PR News and the 

Washington Business Journal named us a “Best Place to Work,” Fatherly named us a Best Place 

to Work for New Dads, and we were named to the Inc. 5000 list of the most successful 

businesses in America in 2019 and 2020. Last year, we were awarded two prestigious Diversity 

Awards from PR News, including one for our associate mentoring program, which we recently 
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expanded to include students from Georgetown’s Pivot program—a one-year transition and re- 

entry program. LINK was also recently named to Inc. magazine’s exclusive 2021 Best In 

Business List of “Companies That Have Gone Above & Beyond to Make A Positive Impact in 

the World.” 

 

At LINK, it is important that our team reflect the communities we work with and champion; it is 

a critical first step to developing trust in the communities where we work. Team LINK is proud 

of our staff diversity across the spectrums of gender, ethnicity, and race. Over 65% of our staff 

identify as women and nearly 70% of us are people of color. Additionally, we are both local and 

global (with a number of team members born outside the U.S.). Team LINK ranges in age from 

our high school Urban Alliance and Marion Barry Summer Youth Employment Program interns 

to our 93-year-old senior advisor, Charlie Brotman, who joined our team after a 70+ year career 

as a Washington legend in public relations and public announcing. We also actively recruit and 

hire from programs like Georgetown Pivot, a custom certificate in business and entrepreneurship 

created specifically for formerly incarcerated individuals, and Generation Hope, which supports 

teen parents and their children. 

 

LINK is your ideal strategic planning partner. We specialize in assessing and advancing 

organizational priorities, and developing and implementing growth plans. LINK’s staff includes 

strategic planning, organizational development, change management, communications, 

facilitation, engagement, and leadership development professionals who craft multi-faceted plans 

and campaigns that leverage a wide range of tools to reach broad audiences. 

 

We approach strategic planning with an eye toward building upon strengths. This does not in 

any way avoid the difficult discussions and findings. Rather, we tap into the goodwill and 

honesty that comes from asset-based investigations of what needs to happen over the short-, 

medium-, and long-term. A process that all can feel good about is a tremendously powerful 

“starting point” for the work that follows our time together. Our goal is to set you up for even 

greater success. 

 

We develop and implement far-reaching and collaborative strategic planning and community 

engagement efforts. We have led countless workshops, strategic planning, and organizational 

development exercises in communities across the country. While these projects have included 

varied topics, size, and scope, there is one thing they all had in common: our team gave 

stakeholders from a range of backgrounds and internal and external roles the opportunity to have 

a voice while emphasizing the significance of a robust facilitation and planning process. 

 

We regularly conduct stakeholder engagement to drive organizational progress. 

We developed a stakeholder-informed five-year strategic plan for the DC Department of 

Consumer and Regulatory Affairs with only six weeks lead time. LINK recently completed a 

comprehensive organizational-assessment effort for the National Association of Community 

Health Centers (NACHC) that included more than 50 stakeholder interviews, a review of more 

than 500 pages of planning, strategy, and policy documents, an online staff survey, and a series 

of staff focus groups that led to an expansive set of findings with 35 specific and actionable 

recommendations for evolution to meet emerging needs. The LINK team facilitated a strategic 
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planning process with Near North Health, a program providing healthcare services to uninsured 

and underserved populations in Chicago, which involved surveying over 100 stakeholders and 

leading a two-day strategic planning retreat. We facilitated a full-day board retreat with the 

Primary Care Coalition, helping to ensure that the board established its goals for the coming 

year and identified next steps in the process to reach those goals. We also assisted with the 

development of a collaborative framework that will drive poverty mitigation efforts in Franklin 

County, OH, and we facilitated the development of a strategic facilities master plan for Austin 

Independent School District, among many more projects in the nonprofit, public health, and 

education sectors. . For the Rock Creek Conservancy (RCC) and Georgetown Heritage, we 

facilitated strategic planning efforts that are “unsticking” seemingly intractable challenges, with 

20+ stakeholder groups represented to drive transformation for national park land in Washington, 

DC. In fact, the RCC hosted several of their community planning sessions at UDC prior to the 

pandemic. LINK is currently leading a strategic planning effort for the Audubon Naturalist 

Society as they undergo a renaming effort and build on a diversity audit they conducted last year. 

 

Facilitation around diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging is core to what we do. In 

addition to weaving DEI-related facilitation and engagement into our strategic planning work for 

our clients, this year we built upon our strong foundation by engaging multiple DEI industry 

leaders to offer ongoing curriculum implementation and intensive training to ensure that LINK 

continues to be a learning and leading organization. We commissioned an external audit to 

ensure that our DEI and belonging principles and practices continue to be at the forefront of our 

industry, and created a DEI Change Team as well, to guarantee that our firm’s culture and values 

stay at the forefront of our industry. The results of our audit confirmed our team’s strengths and 

commitment to DEI and belonging work and identified where we could do more and improve for 

the future. 

 

We can do this work with you. We want to do this work with you. Let’s do this work, together. 

 

We are a “social impact” firm that encompasses all of the capabilities and strengths captured 

by that ambitious phrase. Most importantly, our track record shows that we know DC and 

universities. Our team has decades of experience working on significant engagement, strategic 

planning, outreach, and communications initiatives in and around Washington, DC. We often 

implement District-wide campaigns and engagement initiatives to better the lives of city 

residents and their surrounding communities. Most recently, we have helped current and former 

DC-based clients adapt to the unique challenges caused by the pandemic. We also have extensive 

experience implementing targeted campaigns with national and global clients. We have: 

 

■ Served as the exclusive marketing and communications partner for My School DC, 

promoting the District of Columbia’s common application and lottery for public and 

public charter schools. 
■ Partnered with the DC Office of the State Superintendent of Education (OSSE), 

Education Forward DC, and the Walton Foundation to engage thousands of DC parents in 

the grassroots development of the recently launched DC School Report Card. The process 

put OSSE front and center as the convener of high-quality education data at a time when 

there was limited trust and awareness of OSSE, despite a decade of service to DC. 
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■ Led the rapid development and deployment of a citywide “Back to School” outreach 
campaign to support school attendance in DC during the 2021-22 school year. 

■ Converted the 2020 International Town & Gown Association (ITGA) from an in-person 

event to a virtual experience and developed new track of programing on Day 3 of the 

conference entitled “Courageous Conversations Around Race” as the news of George 

Floyd’s murder was breaking. 
■ Managed marketing, partnership development, and communications efforts for ITGA’s 

Certificate in Town and Gown Relations, as well as the organization’s recent re-branding. 
■ Developed and launched the brand and communications for “Ask Benji,” a first of its 

kind chatbot powered by artificial intelligence and designed to help students and families 

in Arizona complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). 
■ Developed and implemented the strategic community engagement process surrounding 

the design of the Math and Science building at Montgomery College for the Takoma 

Park/Silver Spring campus (Maryland), where we are currently supporting community 

engagement efforts around the construction of the facility. 
■ Helped Georgetown University create an effective community relations strategy to 

strengthen the university’s relationships with its neighbors and enhance the quality of life 

within the broader Georgetown community. 
■ Partnered with American University to facilitate a resilience assessment workshop for 

staff and stakeholders. The full-day workshop brought together a diverse array of 

university stakeholders for learning and brainstorming, providing a starting point for 

AU’s long-term resilience planning efforts. 
■ Led community engagement efforts in support of the DC Public Library Master Facility 

Plan to envision the future of 25 library branches in the District of Columbia. 
■ Facilitated the Takoma Park Public Safety Task Force, a group of stakeholders in 

Takoma Park who assembled to examine and reform police practices and infuse a DEI 

lens into the City of Takoma Park, MD’s public safety work. 
■ Spearheaded an entirely virtual engagement process to facilitate community dialogue 

around the development of an HIV-response plan for Montgomery County, MD. 
■ Developed and deployed rapid communications to vulnerable and high-risk populations 

in the District as the city responds to periodic surges in COVID-19 caseloads. 
■ Led community engagement efforts in support of Austin Independent School District’s 

(AISD) work to update their Facility Master Plan to serve 130 schools and more than 

83,000 students. We worked alongside nationally leading facilities management and 

architectural firms to develop a plan that was approved by AISD’s Board of Trustees with 

broad community support. LINK’s work contributed to the final plan adoption by AISD 

and the passage of a $1.2 billion bond referendum to implement the plan. 
■ Worked directly with the leadership of Lyft’s regional headquarters to capture mindshare 

and build local relationships to fuel growth in the DC metropolitan area. In addition to 

earning key media placement in television, print and digital media, LINK advanced Lyft’s 

regional partnership development objectives to deepen its connections to DC. 
■ Developed a strategy for creating buy-in for the George Washington University’s vision 

for campus planning efforts among university stakeholders, its neighbors, and the city at 

large, which led to the adoption of the campus plan and several welcome additions to the 
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campus, including the GW Museum, Science and Engineering Hall, and Square 54, a 

mixed-use commercial development. 

■ Partnered with the Consortium of Universities of the Washington Metropolitan Area to 

execute the media activation around the Consortium’s Capital Assets report, a look at the 

economic impact of the Consortium’s 14 D.C.-area member universities on both the 

region and the District. 
■ Served as a strategic communications and community relations advisor for Gallaudet 

University in the initial stages of their campus planning process. Thanks in part to 

extensive community outreach, the plan received broad support and was approved by the 

DC Zoning Commission. 
■ Led strategic planning workshops at West Chester University in Pennsylvania between 

city officials, the police department, and university officials to develop innovative 

opportunities for engagement. 
■ Served as the keynote speaker and keystone partner at the inaugural UK-specific Town 

and Gown Association (UKTGA) Conference in 2016—working with the UKTGA team 

to build the conference from the ground up, bringing together 130 universities from across 

the UK to problem solve around common issues universities and their neighbors face. 
■ Ran the media center for the Citi Open Tennis Tournament for six tournament seasons, 

cultivating relationships and assisting 100+ local, national, and international outlets in 

developing their coverage of the 9-day tournament. 
■ Spearheaded citywide community engagement efforts to assist DC Public Schools with 

successfully updating their school boundaries and feeder patterns for the first time in 

nearly 50 years. 
■ And much more! 

 

Our Philosophy 
 

Applied Lessons. We have worked with projects of all shapes and sizes. Throughout our 

engagements we have learned essential lessons that can be applied to most settings. We will 

work with the University to ensure your strategic planning process builds on the following 

lessons: 

 

■ Transparency and Flexibility. First and foremost, it is important to design meetings and 

an overall process that respects and works for your stakeholders. The process must allow 

for meaningful feedback that is captured and used to support effective decision-making. 

LINK will lead focused conversations that foster a collaborative ethos between you and 

the staff, board members, and other stakeholders who will ultimately be your partners in 

executing the University’s vision. 
 

■ Listening as a Starting Point. As facilitators, we realize the importance of starting with 

thoughtful questions. We’ve learned that understanding the motivations, frustrations, and 

desires of key stakeholders goes a long way in helping to identify and address challenges 

and realize opportunities. Rather than propose solutions at the outset, LINK has seen 

strong results from allowing stakeholders to share (and sometimes vent) their ideas on 

how to advance toward organizational goals. This often provides a much-needed 
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opportunity to reflect on current work and vocalize a vision for moving forward. 

Ultimately, the goal is to ensure people are heard and that they feel they have been heard. 

 

■ Commitment to Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion. Any time you are expanding the 

boundaries of a community vision and inviting new people, interests, and experiences 

into the fold, diversity, equity, and inclusion are essential considerations. That begins by 

creating a safe and welcoming space for key stakeholders and the broader community to 

collectively share their vision around these and other topics, and by designing a strategic- 

planning process in which these values exist as core elements of continued progress. 

 
■ Fostering a Core Focus on Belonging. Some use DEI. Some use IDEA. Some use EDI. 

Some use JEDI. The acronyms matter, for sure, but it’s the work that counts. At LINK, 

we center all our work in the idea of Belonging. D E and I are all critical, but if they are 

not creating a culture of belonging, then we are missing an opportunity for real and 

lasting change. Belonging is about creating a culture where people don’t just “fit” or 

“feel” included—it’s about truly belonging and fostering the conditions where all thrive 

because they bring their full selves to the organization. 
 

■ Collaboration Informs Consensus. LINK has managed collaborative and consensus- 

based processes designed to incorporate all perspectives and adapt outcomes accordingly. 

These processes require a strategic diplomacy that allows for people to be and feel heard 

without delaying the project—ultimately resolving conflicts within an adaptable 

framework that is rigid where it needs to be to move the process forward, and flexible 

enough to respond to competing interests and evolving needs. 
 

■ Continuous Engagement and Buy-In. At LINK, we regularly work with 

DC agencies and institutions to carefully map our audiences and develop 

approaches to reach target populations with the right information at the 

right time and in the right way. Ultimately, we are focused on building 

and maintaining this clear continuum of engagement—moving internal 

and external stakeholders toward awareness, understanding, and 

advocacy for your work. This is the foundation of the approach 
we propose for our work with UDC and it’s critical to 

the success of the new Equity Imperative. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Our Approach 

The LINK Engagement Continuum 

 

LINK has identified a four-phase process that aligns with UDC’s desired project phases. This 

process will help us gain a clear understanding of the organization and where it is currently 
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headed, and ultimately engage internal and external stakeholder groups in planning toward an 

uncertain future. 

 

Stage 1: Discovery 

 

Our team will begin this engagement by fully immersing ourselves in your background, history, 

and organizational contexts as comprehensively as possible, in order to discover the vision and 

key goals of the University’s stakeholders and leadership. 

 

■ Strategic BrainTrust. To launch our engagement, we will facilitate a formal kickoff 

meeting—which we call a Strategic BrainTrust—with UDC’s core leadership team and 

any others that will be closely involved in the strategic planning process. We will bring a 

list of strategic questions to obtain information regarding our assessment and facilitation 

goals, primary challenges, opportunities for success, and other foundational concerns for 

work together. Upon completion of the kickoff meeting, we will develop a concise 

Strategic BrainTrust report that will condense our discussion, distill key action items and 

timelines, and clearly assign responsibilities moving forward. 
 

■ Project Management Plan. Following our Strategic BrainTrust conversation, we will 

create a project management plan (PMP), which is a concise yet comprehensive 

document that will clearly address the goals of our engagement and identify how we will 

specifically go about achieving each of them. In our project timeline, we will outline the 

tasks of the engagement, associated deliverables, and deadlines for those deliverables. 
 

Stage 2: Research and Validation 

 

■ Review of Current Data and Resources. We will review all project background 

materials—particularly The Equity Imperative Plan (2018-2022)—to gain a 

comprehensive understanding of UDC’s work and trajectory. This information will help 

us determine critical decision points, and potential challenge points from past work, as 

well as any further information we need to pursue from other sources. 
 

■ Analysis Based on Affirmative Inquiry. Our analysis seeks to frame the strategic 

planning process with a positive focus on strengths you can evolve around, rather than 

weaknesses outside of your control. LINK will lead your team through a SOAR exercise 

to help you identify your strengths, opportunities, aspirations for the future, and 

desired results. 
 

■ Environmental Scan. LINK will analyze the approaches of other HBCUs, and other 

public universities as needed, including their key strategies around enrollment, 

engagement, government, and equity. We will focus our attention on discovering best 

practices, especially in response to rapid changes that higher education institutions have 

experienced due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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■ Stakeholder Interviews and Survey. LINK will facilitate interviews with the appropriate 

stakeholders to inform the development of our strategic plan. These interviews will help 

us determine misalignment in perceptions of the Society and its priorities and identify 

gaps between the existing planning documents and each stakeholder’s individual vision. 

We can interview 12-15 stakeholders (or more, if needed), and we’ll develop a develop a 

discussion guide to use during each interview to ensure continuity between discussions. 

To broaden opportunity for stakeholder input, LINK will also develop an online survey in 

concert with Society staff for distribution to select audiences using Survey Monkey or a 

similar platform. Following interviews and collection of survey results, LINK will 

produce an analysis and synthesis of findings. 
 

■ Meeting/Retreat Facilitation. LINK can facilitate a mini-retreat or group meeting with a 

select group of stakeholders for the purposes of soliciting input and increasing 

engagement with the strategic planning process. Opportunities exist for in-person or 

virtual gatherings. 
 

Stage 3: Planning and Design 

 

■ Strategic Review and Advising. LINK will prepare the results of the research and 

analysis stage to serve as inputs for discussion with UDC to clarify the priorities and 

goals that we become the content of the strategic plan. 
 

■ Document Drafting. LINK will work closely with UDC to draft and design a public- 

facing strategic planning document that captures the strategic direction of the 

organization for the future. This may take various forms, including an action agenda, a 

set of guiding principles, and/or a list of priority actions with accountability measures. 
 

Stage 4: Recommendations, Implementation, and User Acceptance 

 

■ Decision-Making Framework. Implementing a strategic plan is only possible with the 

right criteria for making decisions in a constantly changing operating environment. 

Drawing on the insights from our strategy conversations, LINK will work with the 

UDC team to develop a guiding document, which we call a decision-making 

framework, that will help drive the University’s work forward. We’ll provide an 

executive summary of key lessons and insights gathered alongside the team at UDC, 

helping to ensure that university leadership has the direction and criteria for decision- 

making to move forward with implementing the new strategic plan. 
 

■ Capturing Key Learnings. Throughout the strategic planning process, LINK will track 

and document lessons learned to ensure that they become part of UDC’s institutional 

knowledge going forward. LINK views the strategic planning effort as an opportunity 

to build capacity among staff and executives. At the end of the process, we’ll provide 

an executive summary of key lessons and insights gathered. 
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■ Planning for User Acceptance and Implementation. Continuous engagement with the 

“users” of the strategic plan is key to its success. Without their buy-in and advocacy for 

the plan and the process to refine and implement that plan, we won’t be successful. We 

will develop an engagement plan that provides the tools and approaches that will inform 

all aspects of our UDC’s efforts to implement the new Equity Imperative. Strong, 

strategic communications and engagement-informed implementation are critical as you 

seek to instill confidence and buy-in that students, faculty, alumni, and stakeholders need 

to rely on you year-over-year to educate and nurture our next generation of leaders and to 

recruit and retain high-quality faculty and staff who can educate and convene research 

and learning communities. The plan we develop together will: 
 

• Outline UDC’s Equity Imperative implementation goals and identify how you 

can measure the success of engagement efforts, including assessing the reach, 

frequency, and impact of your work. 

 

• Define your target audiences and identify select communications channels and 

strategies for engaging those audiences, which will help you allocate your 

resources and frame dialogue effectively. Our strategies will seek to 

comprehensively engage both internal (e.g., students, faculty, and staff) and 

external (e.g., prospective students and families, alumni, donors, partners, and 

community) audiences as we seek to reinforce the plans developed under the new 

Equity Imperative. 

 

• Synthesize specific messaging that resonates with those audiences and builds on 

your brand position and message by answering three simple questions: 
■ What? What is your point? 

■ So What? Why is it 
important? 

■ Now What? What should 

the listener do with that 

information? 

 

• Identify the tools, strategies, and roadmap we 

can use to effectively reach target audiences 

and define an action plan that will allow you to 

focus implementation resources to 

communicate the right messages to the right 

people at the right time. 

 

• Provide the tools you need to refine the 

strategic plan through an interactive feedback 

loop using surveys, focus groups, and other 

engagement tools. We base our engagement 

strategies in a “feedback loop” model to ensure 

the work we are doing on behalf of our clients 
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meets their needs and helps them thrive in a complex communications 

environment. The premise is simple. Communicate information, listen to 

feedback, analyze feedback, and share what we have heard and how it has 

impacted our decision-making. It’s essential to ask good questions and listen, but 

that’s only one part of effective engagement. Dialogue must be ongoing and 

include active follow-up to ensure you gather meaningful input that truly impacts 

large-scale initiatives. 
 

Timeline 
 

 

                       May 2022 

      Facilitate BrainTrust Meeting 

      Deliver BrainTrust Report and Project Management Plan     

      Identify and Schedule Stakeholder Audits 

      Roadshow Meetings with Stakeholder Groups 

 

 

                       June-July 2022 

      Design and Distribute Rolling Survey  

      Conduct Stakeholder Audits 

      Review Current Data and Resources          

      Participate in June Board Meeting 

                       August-September 2022 

      Continue Rolling Survey through August 31   

      Communitywide Forums as Part of Back-to-School   

        Activities  

      Roadshow Meetings with Stakeholder Groups 

      Draft Strategic Plan and Solicit Public Comment 
 

 

                       Late September 2022 

      Finalize Strategic Plan 

      Provide Communications Framework for Rollout of Strategic 

         Plan  

      Report Out to UDC Board, Staff and Strategic Planning Team 

 
Stage 1: 

Discovery 

Stage 3: 

Planning & 

Design 

 

Stage 2: 

Research & 

Validation 

Stage 4: 

Recommendations, 

Implementation, 

User Acceptance 
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Appendix – Key Personnel 
 

We take a team-based approach to our work. We assemble robust project teams with extensive 

local and national experience working with higher education institutions, federal and municipal 

agencies, school systems, nonprofits, and more to implement large-scale strategic planning, 

engagement, and organizational development efforts. We also regularly activate our bench of 

senior advisors and partners whose strengths combine local sensibilities and national best 

practices related to our projects. As needed, we are able to scale our communications and design 

work to implement comprehensive activations in short order. 

 

LINK also has a wide network of potential vendor partners to call upon who can assist with our 

outreach efforts on a moment’s notice. We can work closely with you to determine specific 

vendor needs and solicit proposals from potential partners as needed to ensure we leverage the 

right subcontractor capabilities at the best possible price. We have a vetted nation-wide network 

of potential vendors with whom we regularly work, and we can build on that network to solicit 

proposals from any preferred vendors. 

 

Senior Project Council. LINK’s senior advisors have decades of local, national, and 

international experience in strategic planning, stakeholder engagement, organizational 

development, and communications, and for this contract we have specifically developed a stable 

of advisors with deep affinity and connections to UDC and the District of Columbia. Our 

advisors, collectively known as our Senior Project Council, have committed to join Team 

LINK’s efforts and will contribute to the development and implementation of our strategic 

planning efforts. This venerable group will supplement the project team throughout LINK’s 

engagement with UDC, and they will be available to the client as needed. LINK is proud to 

extend this value-added offer to you as our partner. 

 

Organizational Chart 

 

Staff Member, Position | Experience Role 

Michael Akin, President | 20+ Years Executive Support 

Sherryl Hobbs Newman, Director | 35+ Years Engagement Director 

Poppy Humphrey, Director | 20+ Years Project Director 

Jamal Holtz, Project Manager | 5+ Years Project Manager 

Sheena Pegarido, Vice President | 13+ Years Communications Director 

Corey Barenbrugge, COO | 13+ Years Research and Editorial Director 

Christian Clansky, Director | 15+ Years Engagement Manager 

Jevin Hodge, Engagement Coordinator | 11+Years Engagement Coordinator 

Kennedy Chester, Project Manager | 4+ Years Research Coordinator 

Carole Lambert, Writer/Editor, Operations | 25+ Years Research Coordinator 
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Senior Project Council 

Julie Williams Senior Advisor 

Bernard Demczuk Senior Advisor 

Colette Pierce Burnette Senior Advisor 

 

Staffing Chart 

 

Phase Staff Member Years of 

Experience 

Project Manager Poppy Humphrey – Project Director 20+ 

 Jamal Holtz – Project Manager 5+ 

Stage 1 – Discovery Lead: Sherryl Hobbs Newman 35+ 

 Support: Kennedy Chester 4+ 

Stage 2 – Research and Validation Lead: Corey Barenbrugge 13+ 

 Support: Carole Lambert 25+ 

Stage 3 – Planning and Design Lead: Sheena Pegarido 13+ 

 Support: Jevin Hodge 11+ 

Stage 4 – Recommendations, Lead: Sherryl Hobbs Newman 35+ 

Implementation, and User Acceptance Support: Christian Clansky 15+ 

Closeout and Final User Acceptance Lead: Poppy Humphrey 20+ 

 Support: Jamal Holtz 5+ 

 Support: Sherryl Hobbs Newman 35+ 

 

Key Personnel 
 

Michael Akin | Years of Experience: 20+ 

President, LINK Strategic Partners | Executive Support 

 

Michael Akin is a community builder and changemaker who has consistently and successfully 

tackled challenges by committing to the idea that doing well and doing good are not mutually 

exclusive. He has done so while building authentic relationships and connections locally and 

around the world that help people, organizations, and institutions thrive. Michael and his team 

have created an entire industry based around authentic “hyperlocal” engagement, and proven the 

market viability of a firm that does only community-serving work, generating meaningful social 

impact in a way that is profitable and sustainable. 
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Michael serves as the President of LINK Strategic Partners, a strategic communications, 

stakeholder engagement, and social impact consulting firm proudly based in Washington, D.C. 

In the last 10 years, LINK has expanded from a small local shop to a national firm with hundreds 

of local, regional, national, and international clients. Our world-class and diverse team of 

professionals ranges from 17 to 94 years of age and lead our offices in D.C., Phoenix, St. Louis, 

New York, and Manchester, England. Over 65% of Team LINK identify as women, and nearly 

70% are people of color, reflecting LINK’s foundational commitment to be “in and of” the 

communities we serve. LINK’s mission-driven work includes thousands of hours of pro bono 

work provided to community partners. 

 

LINK was recently named to Inc. magazine’s exclusive 2021 Best In Business List of 

“Companies That Have Gone Above & Beyond to Make A Positive Impact in the World” and 

awarded Mentoring Program of the Year at the prestigious PR News Diversity Awards. LINK 

was featured on Inc. magazine’s 2019 and 2020 Inc. 5000 list as one of the most successful and 

fastest growing companies in America, named Large PR Firm of the Year by the Public 

Relations Society of America’s National Capital Chapter, celebrated as a Best Place to Work by 

the Washington Business Journal, rated a Top Place to Work in PR by PR News, and recognized 

as Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes Norton’s Small Business of the Year. In 2020, Michael 

oversaw LINK’s certification as one of Fatherly’s Best Places to Work for New Dads. 

Michael’s community activities include serving as Chairman Emeritus of the Greater 

Washington Urban League board of directors, and Chairman of the American Experience 

Foundation. He also serves on the boards of the Greater Washington Board of Trade, The 

International Town Gown Association, Hugh O’Brian Youth Leadership (HOBY), Destination 

DC, Cultural Tourism DC, and Think Local First DC. Michael serves as a Leadership Council 

member for Raise DC, a Founding Member of the Washington Business Journal Leadership 

Trust, and as a member of the Community Council for WAMU 88.5 FM (Washington’s NPR 

station) and the Dean’s Council at George Washington University School of Business. Michael 

previously served as Board President for St. Mary’s Court, a non-profit independent living 

facility in Washington, DC for seniors or individuals with accessibility needs. 

 

Michael is a featured presenter on the intersection between effective strategic communications 

and community engagement at major national and international conferences like those hosted by 

the International Town and Gown Association, the United Kingdom Town and Gown 

Association, the National School Public Relations Association, the Aspen Institute, and the 

National Urban League conference, where he is invited to lead sessions and facilitate thoughtful 

dialogue. Michael was selected in 2020 to moderate a panel titled “Equity (Must Be) More Than 

A Buzzword” at SXSW EDU. Michael recently launched the LINK Changemakers Series, which 

features global changemakers for deep and action-oriented discussions on the issues of the day. 

These virtual panels regularly attract thousands of views from around the world. 

 

Michael received a 2006 GW Award—George Washington University’s highest honor—for 

advancing GW’s mission in the Washington community with competence, integrity, and good 

will. In 2011, the Greater Washington Urban League recognized Michael with the Chairman’s 

Award for his work in advancing the League’s mission, and the DC City Council adopted a 

formal resolution naming “Michael Akin Day in the District of Columbia” to acknowledge his 
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contributions to positive and collaborative community action. Michael was honored as Young 

Entrepreneur of the Year by the DC Chamber of Commerce in 2015, and in 2017 he received the 

prestigious Laura Lisner Award from the Lisner Louise Dixon Hurt Home for his work and 

advocacy on behalf of DC’s senior citizens. In 2018, the Washington Business Journal named 

him a 40 Under 40 honoree, and Michael received a Communitas Award for his pro-bono and 

service efforts. In 2019, Michael was selected by the Washington DC Economic Partnership to 

serve as a WeDC Ambassador to represent the city at professional conferences nationally. Most 

recently, in 2021 Michael was deeply honored to be presented with the Ally Award at the PR 

News Diversity Awards. 

 

Prior to founding LINK, Michael was vice president of the community and government relations 

practice at Reingold Inc., a national communications firm headquartered in Alexandria, VA, 

where he played a leading role in national campaigns to combat homelessness and prevent 

suicide among veteran populations. Previously, Michael served as The George Washington 

University’s assistant vice president of government, international, and community relations. His 

aggressive community relations work helped make GW a national model for building community 

partnerships and overcoming classic “town/gown” friction. Prior to that, Michael was a 

community organizer working on behalf of vulnerable seniors in DC’s Shaw neighborhood. 

 

Michael has an MBA from The George Washington University, where he also graduated magna 

cum laude with a bachelor’s degree in political communications. He lives with his incredible 

wife and 3-year-old son in Washington, DC. 

 

Education 

 
Master of Business Administration, concentrations in strategic management and corporate social 

responsibility | The George Washington University, Washington, DC 

 

Bachelor of Arts, concentrations in political communication and applied ethics | The George 

Washington University, Washington, DC 

 
Selected Project Experience 

 
Georgetown University, Engagement Support 

Michael directed LINK’s community engagement and facilitation work with Georgetown 

University, helping the university craft policies related to an expanded and enhanced 

neighborhood life function, as well as providing on-the-ground strategic communications advice 

to help the university positively and proactively engage its stakeholders during ongoing master 

campus planning efforts. 

 
Gallaudet University, Ten-Year Master Plan 

Gallaudet University is the world’s only university in which all programs are specifically 

designed to accommodate deaf and hard of hearing students. Michael served as a strategic 

communications and community relations advisor for the institution in the initial stages of the 
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campus planning process. Thanks in part to extensive community outreach, the plan received 

broad support and was approved by the DC Zoning Commission. 

 
DC Deputy Mayor for Education, Master Facilities Plan 

Mr. Akin worked with the DC Deputy Mayor for Education (DME) to conduct strategic 

communications and stakeholder engagement around the DME’s 2014 Public Education Master 

Facilities Plan to ensure strategic and efficient investments in the District’s educational 

infrastructure. Mr. Akin and the entire project team coordinated implementation of a 

comprehensive communications and engagement plan that assisted the DME with disseminating 

important and timely information about the Master Facilities Plan, including facilitating a wide 

variety of community and stakeholder meetings. Mr. Akin helped facilitate the work of an 

interagency working group that led development of the final plan. As part of this effort, he 

mapped the array of government and community stakeholders the DME needed to engage and 

led engagement efforts with those stakeholders. 

 
Sustainable DC, Comprehensive Community Engagement and Branding 

Mr. Akin led the development of a comprehensive community engagement plan for Sustainable 

DC, which included conducting focus groups in Wards 1, 5, 7, and 8, as well as working with the 

city to design the project’s overall brand identity, the national award-winning Vision for a 

Sustainable DC publication, the full Sustainable DC Plan, and two subsequent Plan updates. He 

oversaw the LINK team responsible for community relations, website, social media, and design 

work for Sustainable DC and worked with the Office of Planning, the District Department of the 

Environment, and the Executive Office of the Mayor to find the most effective ways to educate, 

engage, and empower the District’s residents around sustainability issues. 

 
DC Department of Health Care Finance, COVID-19 Vulnerable Populations Outreach 

Under Michael’s directorial supervision, the LINK team is leading a team of vendors to help the 

DC Department of Health Care Finance (DHCF) develop and deploy rapid communications to 

vulnerable and high-risk populations in the District of Columbia. Within days of being awarded 

the contract, Michael led ideation of an outreach and communications strategy that incorporates 

multi-tiered, high-tech, and high-touch engagement to over 140,000 high-risk individuals living 

in the District of Columbia, with focused and tailored outreach to seniors and Medicaid-eligible 

individuals living in high-impact areas of the city. Michael has overseen all parts of the creative 

and content development process, contributing contextual knowledge gathered from LINK’s 

extensive network of government, school district, and non-profit partners from across the country 

regarding how they are responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 

DC Child and Family Services Agency, Foster Care Recruitment Campaign 

Michael directed LINK’s work with the Child and Family Services Agency (CFSA) to recruit 

foster homes in the District of Columbia. He led development of a comprehensive environmental 

scan of the District and interviews with foster parents and agency stakeholders in order to 

develop a unique brand identity and strategic communications plan for the campaign. As part of 

this work, he directed development of a customized landing page for the project, developed a 
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digital ad buying strategy implemented in targeted DC markets, and oversaw the launch of a 

social media campaign. Additionally, Michael coordinated significant advertising partnerships 

with local outlets, including CBS Radio, Radio One, the Washington Informer, and the 

Washington Blade. 

 
Downtown East Re-Urbanization Plan, DC Office of Planning, Washington, DC 

Michael worked with the DC Office of Planning (OP) to coordinate a diverse group of federal, 

municipal, and commercial stakeholders, including the District Department of Transportation, 

for visioning sessions for the Downtown East Re-Urbanization Study. The project team’s 

visioning reports created a comprehensive catalog of areas of concern as well as opportunities for 

improvement, laying a foundation for future planning. These reports became an outline for 

priority issue area stations in a public information session that allowed other area stakeholders to 

provide comments and additional feedback to OP. 

 

DC Office of Planning, Southwest Small Area Plan 

Michael led the project team that developed and implemented the community relations portion of 

the DC Office of Planning’s Southwest Small Area Plan. The team crafted a robust community 

engagement process that included charrette-like workshops that allowed stakeholders to roll up 

their sleeves and weigh in regarding complex planning data and their preferences for the future 

of their communities. Additionally, the team hosted several other large-scale community 

meetings, developed an online feedback portal for communities, and facilitated focus groups to 

gather more specific feedback regarding education needs and historic preservation in Southwest. 

 
Sherryl Hobbs Newman | Years of Experience: 35 

Director of Community Engagement | Engagement Director 

 

Sherryl Newman’s primary focus has always been on serving and working with the community 

to build better opportunities for its residents. Her past 35 years of professional work have been 

primarily in public service in New York City and the District of Columbia. She began as an 

Office Assistant and rose to Executive or Cabinet-level positions in both cities. Her contributions 

include full-scale agency-wide transformations in multiple “resident service-focused” agencies. 

Her efforts improved revenue, wait times, service delivery, response times, constituent 

satisfaction, employee development and morale, and perceptions of city services. The 

improvements were cutting edge and received national recognition or became industry 

benchmarks for best practices. 

 

Sherryl established the District of Columbia citywide call center (now known as 311), revamped 

the Department of Motor Vehicles into a national award-winning organization, served as the 

Secretary of “State” for the District, representing the District at the executive level on numerous 

national and international organizations, and worked as Chief of Staff for Ward 4 

Councilmember Brandon T. Todd. She has used her skills and expertise to transform and change 

the directions of organizations through best practices around communications, organizational 

development, and operational assessment and improvements, with a focus on internal and 

external customer needs. 
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To complement her time in the public sector, Sherryl worked in the private sector at her own 

consulting firm and two other District-based minority-owned firms. Additionally, she worked for 

a public service medical provider, where she directed community engagement, client services, 

and operations. 

 

Sherryl serves as Director of Community Engagement at LINK. In this role, she uses her vast 

background and expertise to engage in strategic planning and transformational change, assists 

with organizational development and assessments, and facilitates community engagements and 

events of all sizes. 

 

Education 

B.S./B.A., with concentrations in economics and biochemistry | Rutgers University, New 
Brunswick, NJ 

 

M.B.A., with concentrations in organizational development/HR | Pace University, New York, 

NY 

 

Selected Project Experience 

 
District of Columbia Office of the Mayor 

Sherryl served as the Customer Service Czar for the District of Columbia, and worked to develop 

new customer service operations and programs. This included the development and 

implementation of the city-wide call center, 311. Additionally, Sherryl oversaw the development 

of the new social services information hotline, 211, for the Department of Human Services, and 

worked in cooperation with the Department of Employment Services to create their new 

customer service and outreach and educational programs. 

 
District of Columbia Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) 

Sherryl served as the Director of the Department of Motor Vehicles and was responsible for 

developing and implementing systems and operational changes which improved customer 

services, created cross-training efforts, and initiated extensive and detailed performance 

management systems that measured agency performance at all levels. Sherryl created the 

agency’s first strategic plan designed to overhaul operations, introduce and change legislation 

and design major service improvements. Through her efforts, the agency was able to maximize 

utilization of technology to improve customer experience, create online access for services, and 

design, procure, and install a computer system that modernized all motor vehicle services. 

Additionally, during her tenure, there were several new programs launched, as well as training 

and new materials created for customers. Lastly, Sherryl’s work successfully initiated and 

reorganized the agency personnel with career ladders, supervisory positions, and the creation of 

managerial opportunities. 

 
Secretary of "State" for the District of Columbia 

Sherryl served as the Secretary of “State” for the District of Columbia and was responsible for 
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maintaining official records of mayoral actions, receiving legal process for actions against the 

Mayor, and preparing executive orders, proclamations, directives, and administrative issuances. 

As the Secretary, Sherryl was responsible for the issuance, renewal, and revocation of notaries 

and the Chief Protocol Officer for the District of Columbia. In her role, Sherryl oversaw the 

organizational redesign of each area to ensure maximum productivity, efficient personnel 

administration, and effective performance throughout; automated and drove the creation of 

online systems for several program; and planned and executed the first two trade missions for the 

District of Columbia to Brussels and China, including handling all aspects of fundraising, 

communications with foreign and domestic governments, scheduling and logistics, and 

ceremonial arrangements in all countries. 

 
DC HAHSTA/ Ryan White Planning Council 

Sherryl served as the project manager for the Ryan White Planning Council, which is responsible 

for providing an integrated prevention and care service planning body for DC, MD, VA, and 

WV. In her role, Sherryl’s team provided staffing for all committees and events, facilitation of 

meetings, communication and the provision of documentation, budget and invoicing, document 

preparation and creation, planning and execution of work plans, and various other aspects of 

logistical and operation support. 

 
Poppy Humphrey | Years of Experience: 20 

Director of Community Engagement | Project Director 

 

As an experienced community relations professional, Poppy is passionate about bringing 

together a diverse range of stakeholders to meet the specific needs of the communities they 

serve. Poppy’s expertise includes strategic community outreach and engagement, developing 

professional networking frameworks, and event management. 

Prior to joining LINK, Poppy oversaw off-campus management services on behalf of The 

University of Manchester and Manchester Metropolitan University, where she delivered 

educational programs and community-based learning to over 100,000 students. Poppy believes in 

the importance of partnership, having achieved success in stakeholder engagement initiatives and 

developed strategic multi-agency approaches at both a hyperlocal and national level. In 

recognition of her commitment to supporting local communities and delivering critical response 

strategies during the pandemic, Poppy was presented with the prestigious Certificate of 

Commendation by Greater Manchester Police in 2022. 

 

Poppy is currently the only certified UK-based practitioner in Town-Gown relations, awarded by 

the International Town-Gown Association. Poppy co-founded the United Kingdom Town and 

Gown Association (UKTGA), a knowledge-exchange forum that provides support to a network 

of over 400 town-gown practitioners. Applying her practical experience and in-depth knowledge 

of both UK and US approaches, Poppy worked tirelessly to drive up standards across the Higher 

Education sector, by developing training programs and delivering many in-person and virtual 

conferences. Poppy was also elected Board Member to the UK National Association of Student 

Residential Accommodation, where she oversaw communications strategies and professional 

development program design. 
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Poppy has a wealth of experience across various organizational settings far beyond the Higher 

Education sector. Former roles include Customer Experience Manager for a national subsidized 

housing organization, where she focused on service redesign, change-management practices, and 

improving customer satisfaction metrics. Poppy has also held roles as Senior Policy Research 

and Communications Officer for a UK Government regulatory body, shaping national housing 

policy, and working for an elected official in the UK House of Commons, specializing in 

constituency consultation to support localized communities on a number of thematic policy 

areas. 

 

Poppy places great emphasis on sharing best practice with others, and always takes a truly 

authentic and transformational leadership approach when creating an inspiring vision and 

supporting others to achieve more than they ever thought possible. 

 

Poppy is skilled at providing strategic counsel across a broad range of sectors and to various 

stakeholders, and developing solid community relationships. She intrinsically understands the 

fundamental importance of creating trust, maintaining effective communications, and delivering 

on promises. 

 

Poppy lives in Cheshire, England where she enjoys country life. She has traveled extensively, 

particularly to the States both for vacation and in a professional capacity. In her spare time, 

Poppy can be found working towards her Master’s degree to complement the community 

relations special skills she has developed over the last twenty years. Poppy is a huge fan of 

country music and a die-hard supporter of her beloved Clemson Tigers. 
 

Education 

 

The Open University: Global Economics 

 

York St John University: MBA Leadership and Management (Completion 2022) 

 

Selected Project Experience 

 

The Association of Student Residential Accommodation (ASRA), Strategic 

Communications 

Poppy held an elected position as Board Member of the Association of Student Residential 

Accommodation (ASRA), a national network supporting officers who provide essential 

residential support services across the Higher Education and private accommodation sector. 

Poppy led on the association’s dynamic strategic communications strategy, including social 

media, digital content creation, and website redesign. In addition, Poppy led on researching 

relevant sector-related topics for dissemination to the network’s UK and European membership 

base. In her relentless determination to drive up standards across the sector, Poppy co-designed 

learning and development programs on a range of thematic policy areas; including housing 

legislation, and housing and community services and support to specific cohorts of students such 

as LGBT-Q, BAME communities and international students. During her four-year tenure, 
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Poppy’s extensive and creative events management experience enabled her to oversee the 

delivery of several large conference and exhibition events. These attracted high-profile and 

international representatives from the sector as well as secured extensive sponsorship. 

 

United Kingdom Town and Gown Association, Creation of National Professional Networks 

and Town Gown Expertise 

Poppy’s high-level and strategic involvement in this sector reflects an unparalleled knowledge 

and application of issues relating to town gown relations. Poppy is passionate about sharing 

leading practice and offering support to others. Poppy co-created the UKTGA, now a national 

network with a membership of 400 practitioners. Within this role Poppy managed numerous 

large-scale conferences across the UK and Northern Ireland. In addition, she designed a 

framework of learning opportunities, delivered in partnership with US and UK based academics, 

policing, and city representatives and government departments. Poppy also co-established the 

UKTGA Steering Group for which she was elected to the position of Deputy Chair, responsible 

for all aspects of digital media and communications and the creation and monitoring of annual 

business plans. Poppy is currently the only UK-based qualified practitioner in Town Gown 

Relations, as recognized by the International Town and Gown Association. 

 

Student Strategy Tactical Action Partnership, Crisis Management Toolkit Development 

Poppy led the creation and ongoing development of a multi-agency Tactical Action Partnership, 

coordinating representatives from Public Health England, police, local government, Student 

Council, and university colleagues to act as a dynamic ‘task and finish’ group to respond to 

critical community issues during COVID-19. Poppy’s dynamic approach to coordinating a broad 

range of stakeholders, and an intrinsic understanding of varied agendas, helped guide the 

formation and monitoring of a responsive partnership toolkit. Poppy’s strategic counsel to senior 

university, policing, and local government leaders enabled policy change, specifically the 

targeted delivery of proactive educational campaigns and responsive measures. In 2020, this 

toolkit was cited as leading practice by the UK Government and solidified Poppy’s appointment 

as coordinator for a multi-agency GOLD Critical Response Group. 

 

National Union of Students, Alcohol Impact Project Management 

Poppy was appointed project manager for “Alcohol Impact,” a Government and National 

Students’ Union behavior-change campaign to encourage healthier, safer, and more productive 

student communities. In this role, Poppy led a multi-agency project team to achieve the highest 

national accreditation score of involved institutions. Poppy coordinated a multitude of 

stakeholders from across higher-education institutions, city, public health and policing officials 

to critically appraise efforts in the area of alcohol, health and wellbeing, and the night time 

economy to bring about policy change in each of these areas. Following this success, Poppy was 

responsible for hosting a Ministerial visit where she drew on her expertise in broader public 

affairs and community engagement to enable stakeholders to engage with national policy 

influencers. From this, Poppy was appointed to a strategic advisory role to the Greater 

Manchester Combined Authority and Crime Commissioners Office on issues relating to students 

in the night time economy. 

 

Queer Family Tea, Communications and Community Engagement 
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Poppy worked with Queer Family Tea, (QFT) a non-profit, volunteer-led event run by the 

LGBTQ+ community. Poppy’s role was to support the approach to events management and 

provide strategic counsel to the QFT Director on grants application processes. Poppy’s extensive 

experience in designing risk management strategies across complex organizations enabled the 

delivery of robust strategic guidance to support the continuation of innovative and support driven 

activities in a creative and inclusive setting. 

 

Jamal Holtz | Years of Experience: 5+ 

Project Manager and Assistant to the President | Project Manager 

 

Jamal Holtz is a project manager and assistant to the President at LINK Strategic Partners. He is 

a Native Washingtonian, growing up in Ward 8 of Washington, DC. Jamal is a graduate from the 

University of Rochester where he designed his own major, a combination of Social Justice and 

Policy Making. 

 

Jamal has a wide breadth of experience working with community leaders, non-profits, elected 

leaders, and government officials. At LINK, Jamal helps lead the firm’s DC portfolio. Jamal has 

experience working on national and local political and issue-based campaigns. 

 

Jamal has extensive local government experience from working at numerous District agencies, 

such as in the DC Mayor’s Office of Community Relations and Services as Community Outreach 

Assistant, as well as a stint as a Program Assistant at the DC Department of Employment 

Services. In the Mayor’s Office, Jamal handled constituent services, identified issues facing 

District residents, and connected residents to agencies, offices, and other officials to create 

resolutions for communal issues. These issues varied from street lights malfunctioning, potholes, 

unemployment, community needs, and many others. Additional work experience includes 

working on numerous political campaigns as a Field Director, Campaign Manager, and 

Organizer. 

 

In his civic work, Jamal currently serves on the Mayor's Board of Commission on Juvenile 

Justice, where he advises the Mayor and legislature on juvenile issues, provides active 

consultation to the government and private agencies, and assists in monitoring all juvenile 

detention and correction facilities and community-based programs to ensure compliance fits the 

needs of youth. In addition, serving as a volunteer and advocate for 51 for 51—a national 

engagement and D.C. Statehood campaign that works with local youth in the District, to push the 

needle across the nation to talk about DC Statehood. 

 

During Jamal’s academic career, he served as President for the Student Association Government, 

being the first black student president in over two decades. As president, Jamal achieved many 

initiatives that focused on expanding access, building equity, creating inclusive communities, 

and strengthening community presence. Jamal plans to continue pursuing his passion for 

community and public service. 
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Education 

 

Bachelor of Arts, Interdisciplinary Studies, Created Major in Social Justice and Policy Making; 

Minor concentration in Legal Studies and Communications | University of Rochester, Rochester, 

NY 

Selected Project Experience 

International Town & Gown Association 

Jamal managed LINK’s engagement with the International Town & Gown Association (ITGA), 

a global non-profit organization focused on improving relationships between higher education 

institutions and the communities in which they are located, to convert its annual conference from 

an in-person event to a three-day virtual experience. This year’s conference focus was COVID- 

19; session categories ranged from Economic Recovery and Innovation, to Crisis 

Communications and Community Engagement. The conference brought together 85+ speakers, 

experts, and practitioners that culminated in over 36 attendee sessions. The conference’s agenda 

also included morning and afternoon networking sessions and virtual happy hours that were 

strategically divided into breakout rooms. Breakout rooms allowed conference-goers to debrief 

on content and meet new colleagues in every breakout room. 

 

Under Jamal’s leadership LINK identified the conference platform and built the virtual 

conference experience from the ground up. Members of the LINK team presented at the 

conference, moderated break-out sessions, handled speaker management, led tech support, and 

hosted virtual happy hours and other networking opportunities. Though ITGA expected 100 

attendees from their membership base to participate, LINK’s support around a comprehensive 

communications and outreach strategy helped to generate more than 300 registrants. Conference 

sessions earned media coverage by Forbes, and conference-goers continue to engage with the 

content from the sessions, as a platform that enabled recording and providing replays was 

selected as the virtual site for this year’s event. 

 

Pathways 2 Power 

Jamal managed LINK’s work with Pathways 2 Power, a violence prevention advocacy group 

forged by students and alumni at Thurgood Marshall Academy in Washington, DC. Spurred to 

action by tragedies that happened in their school and community (losing two peers to gun 

violence in the same semester), these students have been working to push the needle on 

conversations about issues in the DC community, including violence, crime, housing insecurity, 

mental health, and more. In April 2019, Jamal worked with the students to host a roundtable 

event called “Creating A Seat at Our Table.” That event hosted students from across the district, 

dozens of government officials including the Police Chief, Councilmembers, School Board 

Representatives, Agency Directors, and three media outlets. 

 

Think Local First 

Jamal helps lead digital engagement strategies and content development for Think Local First, 

the small and local business chamber in Washington, DC. Think Local First is a fierce advocate 

for independent, local business, working to attract investment and customers to a network of 
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companies based in DC that employ more than 7,000 individuals. Jamal guides communications 

strategy for Think Local First’s leadership, developing social media content and regular 

newsletter content to engage thousands of followers and subscribers in the organization’s 

audience ecosystem. 

 

DC Art All Night: Virtual Edition 2020 

Jamal spearheaded LINK’s efforts to develop and implement a virtual edition of Art All Night, a 

two-week activation in September 2020. In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic and a 

challenging time for many people across the district, Art All Night: Virtual Edition 2020 (AAN) 

provided an exceptional experience and opportunity to amplify the voices of the people who 

make the city what it is: our vibrant community of artists, audiences, and venues. Jamal 

coordinated with artists and Main Street partners from across the city to bring together more than 

100 artists and attract more than 20,000 viewers on social media. The activation distributed 
$56,000 to artists and local businesses—a critical lifeline during the pandemic. 

 

Sheena Pegarido | Years of Experience: 11+ 

Vice President of Communications and Events | Communications Director 

 

Since the 8th grade, Sheena Pegarido knew she wanted to be a journalist. She's worked in just 

about all forms of media — she was the anchor and executive producer of her high school’s live 

daily TV announcements, wrote for her college newspaper, hosted a local public affairs TV 

show, worked as an editorial assistant at a magazine, interned at a radio news service covering 

the 2008 presidential election and Capitol Hill, and finally, became a producer and assignment 

editor for a local TV news station in her hometown of Jacksonville, Fla. 

 

Sheena soon realized that her true passion is in making the news and she parlayed her growing 

work as a journalist into a career in public and media relations. In fact, she gets so excited when 

LINK’s clients make the news in a positive light that she rings the office media gong on her 

desk! 

 

As LINK’s Vice President of Communications and Events, Sheena leverages her experience in 

the industry and her academic background to provide both practical structure and creative 

strategy to LINK’s client projects. Having been at LINK since the firm’s founding, she has 

served in several roles for the firm and for its clients, including managing a media tent with 

hundreds of journalists for an international tennis tournament, developing strategy to raise 

awareness for the women’s suffrage centennial across the country, planning a citywide campaign 

to promote youth sexual health, and leading communications and outreach to help D.C. families 

find the best school for their students. 

 

She continues to lead some of LINK’s largest and most complex projects, including campaigns 

with different government agencies, associations, and nonprofits dedicated to education, health, 

performing arts, and more. She firmly believes that open communication and transparency with 

community stakeholders promotes trust and accountability, which in turn, fosters buy-in and 

advocacy. 
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Outside of work, Sheena’s passions include food (both cooking and eating), musical theater, 

traveling, and modern calligraphy. 

 

Education 

 

Master of Arts, concentrations in public and media relations | Johns Hopkins University, 

Washington, DC 

 

Bachelor of Arts, concentrations in communication and history | University of North Florida, 

Jacksonville, FL 

 

Selected Project Experience 

 

DC Deputy Mayor for Education and District of Columbia Public Schools, Student 

Assignment and School Boundary Review 

Sheena served as project manager for the LINK team that helped develop and implement the 

community engagement process surrounding DC Public Schools’ student assignment and 

boundary policies, which had not been reviewed for over 45 years. Sheena coordinated all 

meetings and other engagement efforts throughout the process and led the creation of 

materials to distribute to the community for the communication of proposed boundaries and 

policies. Her work contributed to the development of recommendations from the DC 

Advisory Committee on Student Assignment by ensuring the collection, documentation, and 

analysis of feedback from thousands of DC residents who engaged in the review process. 

 

Consortium of Universities of the Washington Metropolitan Area, Washington, DC 

Sheena served as project coordinator for the Consortium of Universities of the Washington 

Metropolitan Area when they launched Capital Assets, a look at the economic impact of the 

Consortium’s 14 DC-area member universities. Sheena assisted in planning and orchestrating 

two events—a DC Council briefing and a press conference—around the release. She also 

developed content for communications pieces, including invitations, talking points, agendas, and 

other supplementary documents, and she assisted in notifying and pitching media. 

 

International Town and Gown Association, Clemson, SC 

Sheena spearheaded marketing and communications efforts for the International Town and 

Gown Association’s (ITGA) Certificate in Town and Gown Relations. She played a key role in 

developing and executing a plan to engage city and university officials to take part in a program 

that seeks to foster positive town/gown relations. She managed the creation of branded 

promotional materials; wrote press releases; researched potential partners; wrote and edited 

website copy; and planned the promotion of the program at the ITGA annual conference. 

 

DC Deputy Mayor for Education, Back-to-School COVID-19 Outreach Campaign 

Sheena serves as the project director for LINK’s work with the DC Deputy Mayor for 

Education’s Office ‘Back-to-School’ COVID-19 Outreach Campaign. The campaign 

connects with families and schools to build confidence, clarity and momentum for the 2021- 

22 School Year. Sheena helped launch a city-wide advertisement campaign and coordinated 
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in-person events promoting being back in the classroom and the COVID-19 vaccine. 

Additionally, Sheena and the LINK team sourced and assembled care packages for Students 

in the Care of DC, a department within Deputy Mayor for Education’s office. Currently, the 

LINK team is preparing for event-based and phone banking outreach to school age populations 

in anticipation of vaccine approval for youth aged 5-11. 

 

My School DC, Office of the State Superintendent of Education, Outreach and Promotion 

My School DC, the District’s school lottery and application, works with LINK Strategic 

Partners to develop community engagement strategies using high-touch and high-tech 

approaches, including coordination of grassroots and digital outreach, creation of a suite of 

communications and promotional materials, media planning and buying, and execution of the 

city’s citywide school fair, EdFEST. Sheena leads and orchestrates LINK’s engagement with 

My School DC — managing day-to-day client interactions, crafting strategy, writing and 

editing content, planning advertising, overseeing vendors and subcontractors, budgeting, 

organizing grassroots team efforts, and more. Under her leadership, EdFEST has reached a 

record number of attendees, and the team has met, and in some cases, exceeded its outreach 

objectives, while running under budget. 

 

Corey Barenbrugge | Years of Experience: 13+ 

Chief Operating Officer and Senior Strategist | Research and Editorial Director 

 

Corey Barenbrugge specializes in strategy and message development for public relations and 

community engagement campaigns. He leads project teams in the strategic planning and content 

development for all written products. Leveraging his academic background in state and local 

government management, Corey works with our project teams to define target audiences, key 

messages, and communication channels, and he is a primary contributor to setting 

communication strategy for our clients. His communications and research skills are amplified by 

his experience working on community engagement efforts and his expertise in local government. 

Corey also serves as the Vice President for Community Relations for the Parent-Teacher 

Organization at his first-grade son’s elementary school. 

 

Education 

 

Master of Public Administration, concentrations in managing state and local governments | The 

George Washington University, Washington, DC 

 

Bachelor of Arts, concentrations in political communication and history | The George 

Washington University, Washington, DC 

 

Selected Project Experience 

 

Child and Family Services Agency, Families First DC Needs Assessment 

Corey directed LINK’s work with the DC Child and Family Services Agency (CFSA) and 

Families First DC (FFDC), which allowed us to identify and help bolster resources where gaps 

exist in service delivery to those most in need. In Fall 2020, Families First DC, an initiative 
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spearheaded by Mayor Muriel Bowser, launched 10 Family Success Centers run by well- 

established non-profit grantees in Wards 7 and 8. Corey led LINK’s work to draft a 

comprehensive research report for FFDC that included information on how the COVID-19 

pandemic is impacting and could affect at-risk families and communities. We also led virtual site 

visit conversations with FFDC grantees and developed communications resources to assist the 

Family Success Centers as they opened their doors in October 2020. 

 

DC Office of the State Superintendent for Education (OSSE), DC School Report Card 

Corey directed LINK’s work with OSSE on the ESSA-mandated DC School Report Card. Since 

Fall 2017, he has helped develop and implement strategies for large scale public engagement 

around the content and design of the new report card, which led to receiving input from more 

than 4,000 parents and families, education stakeholders, and other community members to assist 

OSSE in designing a parent-friendly school report card tool. He is also responsible for crafting 

engagement plans, and communications and marketing plans, including media planning and 

buying for placements with local media outlets, WMATA, and targeted digital spends, that 

supported the tool’s December 2018 launch by spreading the word and generating excitement 

among DC families and the broader DC community. 

 

Child and Family Services Agency, Foster Care Recruitment 

Corey led the development of a full suite of collateral materials as part of LINK’s work with the 

DC Child and Family Services Agency’s (CFSA) efforts to ensure all District foster children can 

remain in the city they call home. As part of this effort, Corey drafted and edited content for 

recruitment advertisements, informational flyers, recruitment brochures and fact sheets, 

promotional banners, and more. 

 

DC Deputy Mayor for Education and District of Columbia Public Schools, Student 

Assignment and School Boundary Review Engagement 

Corey advised DC Public Schools (DCPS) regarding how to clearly and concisely communicate 

complex information regarding student assignment policies and redistricting efforts. He wrote 

white papers, a policy comparison chart, and internal reports in support of the Student 

Assignment and School Boundaries Review. His simply written white papers helped guide the 

complex student assignment policy discussion with families across the city, and his internal 

reports informed the city’s efforts to engage target audiences with key messages in support of the 

review process. 

 

DC Housing Authority 

Corey led content development and editorial services for LINK’s work with the DC Housing 

Authority. In collaboration with the LINK project team, Corey wrote the agency’s 2014 annual 

report, as well as the script for the agency’s video promoting their School for Progress. Corey 

worked with the agency to develop collateral materials, including invitations, event programs, 

flyers, mailers, and reports. 

 

For Love of Children (FLOC) 

Corey served as editorial director for LINK’s work with FLOC to develop effective 

communications and outreach strategies that highlight FLOC’s mission to help underserved 
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children in DC thrive during their out-of-school time. We have developed unique and innovative 

collateral materials for the educational nonprofit, including a brochure/folder concept that is 

customizable depending on the audience and the supplemental materials to be included in the 

folder portion. This innovative collateral piece is currently helping FLOC reach its donor goals 

and present their programming in a professional (and fun!) manner. LINK also recently 

developed a pocket-sized, foldable annual report for FLOC. 

 

Christian Clansky | Years of Experience: 15 

Director of Community Engagement | Engagement Manager 

 

Washington, DC native Christian Clansky is a strategic communications, marketing, and digital 

specialist who understands the incredible power of authentic community engagement to create 

lasting change. He brings fifteen years of experience forging relationships among local and 

national nonprofits, foundations, corporate partners, community leaders, and social enterprises. 

He currently directs LINK’s organizational development and restructuring work with NACHC, 

which builds on the organizational assessment work LINK conducted in 2021. 

 

Prior to joining LINK, Christian served for nearly eight years as Director of Marketing and 

Digital Strategy for Independent Sector, a national association of grant-makers and grant-seekers 

of every kind of mission. In that role, he focused on amplifying innovative local solutions – 

specifically for achieving equitable outcomes for underserved and underrepresented communities 

– that hold tremendous possibilities for generating national transformation. Christian also led the 

organization’s web and digital projects, worked with the fundraising and partnerships team to 

build new collaborations, and is very proud to have been a co-architect of Upswell – a high- 

energy, high-impact community of driven changemakers created in 2017. 

 

Christian co-founded a boutique creative strategy and services firm that worked with clients 

across a wide variety of industries, including hospitality, construction, defense, craft beer, federal 

government, nonprofit, and social enterprise. He also previously served as the communications 

director for the Washington Regional Association of Grantmakers and, a long time ago, 

completed the traditional Washington rite of passage as an intern on Capitol Hill. 

 

Education 

 

B.A., with concentrations in film production & theory and religious studies | Connecticut 

College, New London, CT 

 

M.P.S., with concentration in corporate communications and public relations | Georgetown 

University, Washington, DC 

 

Areas of Expertise 

Community Engagement 

Human-Centered Design 

Digital Strategy 

Messaging and Branding 
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Creative Strategy 

Web Development and UX 

 

Jevin D. Hodge | Years of Experience: 11+ 

National Engagement Coordinator | Engagement Coordinator 

 

Jevin D. Hodge is a proud advocate for our communities and has been involved in policy 

advising and campaign management at the municipal, state, and federal levels. He is proud to 

bring his public policy and engagement experience to LINK Strategic Partners, where he 

provides essential support for the firm’s stakeholder engagement and public relations clients. 

Jevin is based in Phoenix, where he leads our growing presence in the South and on the West 

Coast. 

 

An Arizona native, Jevin is adept at working with community leaders and elected officials, 

primarily focusing on how to increase civic engagement among young Americans. He currently 

serves as the Executive Vice Director of The Manifesto Project, an Arizona-based non-profit 

working to answer the question: How does Arizona retain and develop its young professionals? 

 

Jevin is also a Millennial Inspirational Speaker, noted as “America’s Leading Young Agent for 

Change” and author of L.Y.F.E. – Living Young Free and Extravagant. He has traveled the 

nation speaking to millennials, community leaders, and organizations on how to mobilize, attract, 

educate, and retain young talent. 

 

Education 

 

Bachelor of Arts, concentration in public policy | The George Washington University, 

Washington, DC 

 

Selected Project Experience 

 

College Success Arizona, Ask Benji FAFSA Outreach Campaign 

Jevin leads LINK’s work with a coalition of higher education leaders in Arizona to develop 

and launch a brand for “Ask Benji”—a first-of-its-kind chatbot, powered by artificial 

intelligence that is designed to help students and families complete the Free Application for 

Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) as quickly and easily as possible. Arizona has one of the 

lowest FAFSA completion rates in the country, and Benji was launched to reverse that trend 

and help make postsecondary education more affordable for the state’s students and families. 

Following a compressed research phase that included a focus group with students to hear 

their thoughts on how Benji should look and the messages it should convey, the LINK team 

rapidly developed and launched a comprehensive brand for Benji in a very short timeframe 

(approximately four weeks). Brand elements developed by team LINK include a comprehensive 

brand suite; an array of collateral to help spread the word about Benji among students, parents 

and families, and educators in the Phoenix area; and a website. Additionally, LINK stood up 

Benji’s social media channels, developed and published content for those channels, and just 

launched a social media advertising campaign to further drive awareness about Benji to potential 
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users—reaching more than 30,000 students and families in the Phoenix area. Since Benji 

launched in early October 2019, more than 4,000 people have “asked Benji” by texting in their 

questions about the FAFSA. 

 
DC Deputy Mayor for Education, Every Day Counts! Campaign 

Jevin serves as media buyer for LINK's work for the DC Deputy Mayor for Education’s Every 

Day Counts! campaign. In this role, Jevin shepherds LINK’s relationships with local outlets like 

the Washington Informer, Washington Post/Express, Outfront Media, Clear Channel, CBS 

Radio, El Tiempo Latino, and Current Newspapers, as well as manages relationships with high- 

profile digital platforms like Spotify and Pandora. 

 

Pathways 2 Power, Strategic Communications and Engagement Support 

Jevin supports LINK’s pro-bono engagement with Pathways 2 Power (P2P) a student-led high 

school group that advocates for an end to violence in Washington, DC. The Thurgood Marshall 

Academy students created an impactful Public Service Announcement video in partnership with 

GroundMedia to share their mission. Compelled by the national response to several school 

shootings in early 2018, LINK provided pro bono support to ensure P2P’s critical message was 

heard by local officials. As part of LINK’s work with P2P, police and elected officials came 

together at Ben’s Chili Bowl, a bulwark of local civil rights movements, for a launch event that 

attracted major news outlets. 

 

Hugh O’Brian Youth Leadership, Strategic Communications and Marketing Support 

Jevin supports LINK’s engagement with Hugh O’Brian Youth Leadership (HOBY), the foremost 

chapter-based leadership and volunteerism development organization for high school youth in 

the world. LINK serves as the exclusive strategic communications partner for the organization’s 

national office. Jevin’s work includes developing and executing digital engagement strategies to 

promote local and national events among youth networks, as well as spearheading LINK’s media 

activation at HOBY’s World Leadership Congress in Chicago. 

 

Folger Shakespeare Library, CrossTalk DC Outreach and Engagement 

Jevin led LINK’s work with the Folger Shakespeare Library around CrossTalk DC, a community 

engagement initiative that brings disparate publics together to think about race and religion 

thoughtfully and deeply, through the lens of literature and history. Jevin worked with LINK’s 

designers to develop a unique collateral suite for the initiative, created and executed the digital 

strategy for promoting the premiere, and conducted media relations with local outlets 

surrounding the event. 

 

Kennedy Chester | Years of Experience: 4 

Project Manager | Research Coordinator 

 

Kennedy brings her skills and experience in community engagement and strategic 

communications across various projects and clients at LINK. She comes from a background of 

working with a variety of both nonprofit and for-profit organizations and is passionate about the 

intersection of communications and social advocacy. 
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Education 

 

B.A., with concentrations in public relations and social and economic justice | The University of 

North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 

 

Selected Project Experience 

 

Friends of Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens, Strategic Planning and Facilitation 

Kennedy currently manages LINK’s work to facilitate a series of workshops for the Friends of 

Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens (FoKAG), the nonprofit volunteer group dedicated to preserving 

and maintaining the park at Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens in Washington, DC. LINK is working 

with both FoKAG and National Capital Parks East, which owns and manages the land to help 

both parties reach alignment for their partnership moving forward. This work has included 

developing a framework for collaborative strategic planning that includes a set of norms for 

inclusive decision-making and shared expectations for what is required of both parties in their 

ongoing relationship. 

 

Friends of Peirce Mill, Strategic Planning and Facilitation 

Kennedy served as project coordinator for LINK’s process to develop a strategic plan for the 

Friends of Peirce Mill (FPM), a site within Rock Creek Park and the only working grist mill in 

Washington, DC. As part of this work, LINK gathered input from and worked together with 

staff, volunteers, and board members to create a concise public facing plan for both short- and 

long-term goals and conducted research and visioning work to help FPM uncover the priorities 

that they will flesh out in their long-term work plan moving forward. Our work included fleshing 

out goals related to expanding community programming and efforts to educate people of the 

history of the Mill, including providing the basis more inclusive engagement of different 

populations and ensuring the full history of the Mill is represented at the site. 

 
HealthLinc, Organizational Assessment Services 

Kennedy serves as project manager for LINK’s work with HealthLinc, the FQHC network of 

Northern Indiana. Currently, Kennedy is leading the research phase of the organizational 

assessment, including developing an interview and survey protocol, which will inform 20-30 

stakeholder interviews and an all-staff survey. This will lead to a series of workshops with the 

organization’s assessment advisory group, which will culminate in a collaboratively defined 

recommendations for how to evolve the organization according to short-, medium-, and long- 

term goals. 

 

National Association of Community Health Centers, Organizational Assessment Services 

Kennedy served as project coordinator for LINK’s organizational assessment work with 

NACHC. She contributed to scheduling and defining the protocols for more than 30 stakeholder 

interviews and managed the deployment of our survey. Following workshops, Kennedy pulled 

together key themes and analyzed data that ultimately informed the recommendations that LINK 

developed for NACHC’s organizational assessment advisory committee. 

 

Education Forward DC and Deputy Mayor for Education, School-Based Vaccination 
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Awareness Campaigns 

Kennedy has a strong passion for education, and during her time at LINK, she has worked with 

Education Forward DC to develop a citywide school-based vaccination awareness campaign, as 

well as contributing to the project team for the DC Deputy Mayor for Education’s Office ‘Back- 

to-School’ COVID-19 Outreach Campaign as a project coordinator. 

 

Carole Lambert | Years of Experience: 25+ 

Writer and Editor, Operations | Research Support 

 

Carole specializes in professional education, program development, and board communication. 

She has worked with national, regional and local organizations to create new programs, 

processes and business relationships that increase an organization’s visibility and community 

engagement. At LINK, Carole is working in the areas of social responsibility and healthcare, 

including engaging stakeholders in Montgomery County around the formation of the county’s 

Ending the HIV Epidemic Plan, 

Prior to joining LINK, Carole worked to design and develop strategic risk management resources 

and education for healthcare professionals. She convened and reported on organizational efforts 

to identify emerging trends in healthcare risk management. Carole was the founding director of a 

four-tier education program for residents in more than 20 facilities throughout the western region 

of the country and liaised with medical professional liability carriers as well as universities and 

medical centers. Most recently, she expanded the program to include strategic education for 

practicing physicians and their staff. Carole has engaged with community, academic and 

professional healthcare groups around issues concerned with quality, safety, and the matrix of 

communications and responsibilities involved in transitions of care. 

 

Education 

 

Master of Public Administration, concentration in health policy and planning | New York 

University, New York, NY 

 

Bachelor of Arts, concentration in psychology | Marymount Manhattan College, New York NY 

Registered Nurse (Inactive) | Westchester School of Nursing, Valhalla, NY 

 

Selected Project Experience with LINK 

 

National Association of Community Health Centers, Organizational Assessment and 

Strategic Planning 

Carole has served as staff support lead for LINK’s work with the National Association of 

Community Health Centers. In this role, she supports scheduling for stakeholder audits, 

developing and deploying surveys, conducting background research, and drafting deliverables. 

She also served as a breakout room facilitator for the five regional strategic planning 

conversations that LINK hosted as part of our strategic planning work with NACHC in 2020. 
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Montgomery County Department of Health and Human Services, Stakeholder Engagement 

and Plan Development 

Carole supports LINK’s current work as Montgomery County’s community engagement partner 

in the development of the county’s Ending the HIV Epidemic Plan. She brings her past 

experience in the healthcare space to bear, providing valuable insights to LINK’s work to engage 

with highly-targeted populations such as those vulnerable to contracting the virus, healthcare 

providers, and many more. She has been critical in developing engagement plans and focus 

group guides that have helped drive this vital work forward. 

 

Previous Experience 

 

Aging Life Care Association. Carole developed and hosted a strategic planning retreat to revisit 

and revise organizational mission, vision, goals and objectives in light of industry trends, 

evolving payment models, and changing demographics. The board of directors challenged itself 

to re-imagine the organization’s purpose and its relationship to its members’ purpose. The board 

committed to building its base of support through expanded membership categories and 

increasing board diversity. 

 

The Successful Physician. When residents are making the transition from residency to practice, 

support and education around that transition are paramount to their future success and the health 

of our communities. Carole developed a suite of educational programs designed to support 

practice optimization as they transitioned from students and residents to physicians; the 

development of this curriculum involved engaging with community leaders and experts on topics 

such as resilience and wellness; the patient/family experience; moving along the experience 

spectrum from novice to expert; contracts; financial management; and recruiting and retaining 

staff. 

 

Residents Risk Management Education Program. Carole developed a four-year arc of 

educational modules to address a number of critical issues facing those entering the workforce as 

doctors following their residencies, such as risk management fundamentals, risks to specific 

medical and surgical specialties, risks encountered during professional development, and 

enterprise risk management. Working across departments, disciplines, and organizations this 

program enhanced classroom and clinical educational experiences for residents at more than 20 

healthcare organizations. 

 

Senior Project Council 
 

Bernard Demczuk, Ph.D. is a 40-year+ DC resident living in the Shaw community where he 

has been active in community, corporate, academic, labor and government relations. Since 1998, 

he was the Assistant VP for DC government relations at The George Washington University 

(GW); he retired from GW in 2017 after 19 years of service. Bernard started his career as the 

Recreational Director at St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in Anacostia in 1971. After four years as a 

Corrections Officer at the DC Jail (1977-1980), where he also taught Black Studies to the 

inmates, he was promoted to National Political Director for the American Federation of 

Government Employees Union in 1981 where he directed the union’s labor relations with the 
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city until 1989. Bernard has taught African American history and culture at the DCPS School 

Without Walls for 14 years and is the faculty advisor of The George Washington Williams 

House (The Black House) at GW. Bernard leads a first-of-its-kind effort to teach DC MPD 

officers black history and culture through an innovative partnership between UDC, the 

Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture, and the Metropolitan 

Police Department. He is also the Chair of the Ben’s Chili Bowl Community Foundation, and he 

lectures frequently on DC Black history and culture for the DC government, community and 

corporate groups. 

 

Dr. Colette Pierce-Burnette is president of Huston-Tillotson University. She is the first female 

president of the combined institutions of Huston and Tillotson Colleges. She previously served 

as interim President at Pierce College in Puyallup, Washington, as well as the Vice President for 

Administration and Chief Financial Officer, Executive Assistant to the President, Vice President 

for Information Technology and Services and Chief Information Officer at Central State 

University in Wilberforce, Ohio. 

 

Julie Pierce Williams is Principal of Kirtan Management Solutions, a boutique consulting firm 

committed to building high-performing, high-impact organizations that work to improve 

opportunities for others. Known by many as the “Transformation Guru,” Julie specializes in 

solving unique business problems and community challenges. With over 35 years of experience 

in the corporate, non-profit and federal sectors, she has transformed organizations and 

communities across the country. Julie uses multiple consultation, coaching and facilitation tools 

and techniques to work on tough issues like realigning corporate cultures, eradicating poverty, 

transforming systems towards equity and justice. She coaches leaders on how to lead strategic 

efforts, incorporating effective diversity management tools and rebuilding business plans. 

Organizations seek Julie’s highly sought after coaching in the areas of business analytics, 

organizational design, anti-racism, anti-oppression, diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging 

efforts, and key insights into the human condition.



 

 

 


